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In the paper we present the results of extensive studies of palladium-rich Pd1-xFex alloy films 

epitaxially grown on MgO single-crystal substrate. In a composition range of x = 0.01-0.07 

these materials are soft ferromagnets, the saturation magnetization and magnetic anisotropy 

of which can be tuned by its composition. Vibrating sample magnetometry was used to study 

temperature dependences of spontaneous magnetic moment and to establish the temperature 

of magnetic ordering (Curie temperature). Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements at 

low temperatures in the in-plane and out-of-plane geometries revealed the four-fold in-plane 

magnetic anisotropy with the easy directions along the 110 axes of the substrate. The 

modelling of the angular dependence of the field for resonance allowed to extract the cubic 

and tetragonal contributions to the magnetic anisotropy of the films and establish their 

dependence on the concentration of iron in the alloy. Experimental data are discussed in the 

framework of existing theories of dilute magnetic alloys. Using the anisotropy constants 

established from FMR, the magnetic hysteresis loops are reproduced utilizing the Stoner-

Wohlfarth model thus indicating the predominant coherent magnetic moment rotation at low 

temperatures. The obtained results compile a database of magnetic properties of a palladium-

iron alloy considered as a material for superconducting spintronics. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Since works by Gerstenberg [1], Crangle et al. [2,3] and Clogston et al. [4] magnetic 

properties of palladium-iron (Pd1-xFex) alloys have been intensively studied because of 

unusually low concentration of iron (below 1 at.%) sufficient to induce ferromagnetism (FM) 

at low temperatures, and giant magnetic moment, up to 12 Bohr magnetons per iron atom in 

the FM state. Detailed investigations summarized in the early review [5] and numerous 

textbooks (see for example, [6-10]) have led to understanding that ferromagnetism in 

palladium-iron alloys (also applies to some other dilute palladium/platinum – 3d-transition 

metal alloys) establishes as a result of covalent polarization of itinerant palladium 4d-

electrons around a 3d-metal dopant ion [8-10]. Once the spin-polarized bubbles join via 

percolation into a macroscopic cluster, the long-range ferromagnetic order establishes. 

The palladium-rich Pd1-xFex alloys have attracted an emergent attention because of 

potential applications in superconducting spintronics based on Josephson π-junctions [11-15]. 

In the latter, FM material is used for a thin-film weak link between superconducting terminals 

and shifts the phase of the superconducting pairing wave-function by π [16]. The 

superconducting coherence length in the FM layer must be much larger than the 

technological scatter of its thickness and roughness of its interfaces to make the 

ferromagnetic phase invertor properties insensitive to the layer inhomogeneities. At the same 

time, the FM layer should accommodate half of the pairing function oscillation length across 

the thickness. This leads to the typical length scale of 10-30 nm for both the coherence length 

and the ferromagnetic layer thickness. None elemental or binary ferromagnetic compound 

satisfies these requirements. For example, the superconducting coherence length of metallic 

iron was estimated as (Fe)S 0.7 nm [17,18], and for metallic nickel as (Ni) 0.9S   nm 

[19]. So short coherence lengths are a consequence of high Curie temperatures (1043 K and 

627 K for iron and nickel, respectively) and large exchange splitting energies of the 

conduction band in strong ferromagnets (a fraction of the electron-volt, see review [20] for 

further details).  

In the context of the above, palladium-rich Pd1xFex alloy looks promising due to a 

known possibility to tune its magnetic properties by varying the iron concentration x and 

preparation conditions. Indeed, the Tc value for x = 0.01 – 0.1 varies in the range of 30 –

 220 K [5] thus offering a room to adjust the coherence length within an order of its 

magnitude. This, however, refers to bulk alloys; much less works were devoted to thin 
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palladium-iron films. In particular, predominantly the polycrystalline films with low 

concentration of iron have been investigated [15, 21-25]. We could find only few reports on 

studies of epitaxial Pd-rich films [26,27] (and possibly Refs. [28,29], albeit no evidences of 

the epitaxial film growth had been given there). Recently, we have successfully adopted an 

advanced three-step procedure [30] for a synthesis of high-quality epitaxial Pd1-xFex 

(x < 0.10) thin films on (001)-oriented MgO substrates [31]. The “cube-on-cube” epitaxy was 

realized for those films. The principal characteristics that determine an applicability of Pd1-

xFex alloys for ultrathin-layer S/F/S-type structures are the saturation magnetization and 

magnetic anisotropy. The latter can be effectively probed with ferromagnetic resonance 

spectroscopy. In this paper we present a systematic study of the magnetic and 

magnetoresonant properties of Pd1-xFex (x = 0.01-0.07) alloy thin films epitaxially grown on 

the MgO substrate, targeting a low-temperature weak and tunable ferromagnet suitable for 

cryogenic spintronics.  

 

2. Experimental techniques 

Epitaxial films of Pd1-xFex (x = 0.011 – 0.07) alloy with the thickness of 20 nm were 

grown on epi-polished (100)-oriented MgO substrates (MTI Corp., USA) utilizing molecular 

beam epitaxy (MBE) technique in the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber (SPECS GmbH, 

Germany). The pressure during the depositions was in the range of (3–5)×10-10 mbar. The 

57Fe isotope (enrichment of 98.5% for the samples to be suitable for Mössbauer spectroscopy 

measurements) metallic pellets and Pd metal pellets were separately co-evaporated from 

high-temperature effusion cells (CreaTec, Germany). Three-step deposition procedure 

[30,31] was applied to obtain 20 nm thick, smooth and compositionally homogeneous 

epitaxial films of Pd1-xFex alloy. The representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

image and the selected-area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) from the MgO/Pd1-xFex 

interface (Fig. 1) confirm epitaxial growth of the palladium-iron alloy film on the single-

crystalline (100)-MgO substrate. Details of the samples preparation and characterization 

routines can be found in Ref. [31]. Magnetic properties of the synthesized samples were 

studied with vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM, Quantum Design PPMS-9 system) and 

ferromagnetic resonance (FMR, Bruker ESP300 cw X-band spectrometer) techniques. The 

FMR measurement and interpretation routines are described in Ref. [32].  
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Figure 1. a) TEM image of the sample cross-section; b) magnified area of the 

Pd0.989Fe0.011/MgO(001) interface where ten interplanar distances are marked for both materials. The 

inset shows the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern taken from the interface. High 

quality of the contrast, reflecting the cubic symmetry of the lattice, is an indication of the single-

crystal character of the interface area. Two sets of the superimposed diffraction spots correspond to 

the MgO lattice (smaller pitch size because of larger lattice parameter aMgO=0.4216 nm) and 

Pd0.988Fe0.012 lattice (larger pitch size because of smaller lattice parameter aPd=0.3891 nm). 

 

The temperature dependences of the magnetic moment M(T) were measured on sample 

warming from 5 K to 300 K at a rate of 3 K/min in the magnetic field of 30 Oe applied in the 

film plane (“in-plane” geometry) along the film easy axis. Magnetic hysteresis loops were 

recorded with the sweep rate of 2.3 Oe/sec. The measured magnetic moment was reduced to 

the number of Bohr magnetons (µB) per iron atom as well as to the volume magnetization of 

the film (emu/cm3). The diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions of the MgO substrate 

were subtracted from the collected VSM data. 

 

3. Experimental results 

Figure 2a shows the temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization for a 

composition series of Pd1xFex films. In Fig. 2b, the same set of the dependencies is presented 

in the reduced Ms/Ms(0) vs T/TC coordinates. Clearly, these temperature dependencies have 

practically identical shape for all studied concentrations of iron, though this common 

dependence is significantly different from that for the pure iron (also shown in Fig. 2b). We 

will address this observation later, in the Discussion section. 
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization for a series of 20-nm thick 

epitaxial Pd1-xFex films on (001)-MgO, in the absolute (a) and the reduced (b) coordinates. 

Normalized Ms(T/TC)/Ms(0) dependence for pure iron is given for a comparison (orange symbols, 

adopted from Ref. [3]).  

As expected, both the film saturation magnetization Ms and the Curie temperature TС 

raise monotonically with the increase of the iron content x (see Table 1). Maximum magnetic 

moment per iron atom of MFe ≃ 7.5 µB/Fe is found for the x = 0.017 sample. This is in a good 

agreement with the results for the bulk Pd1-xFex, where the values of ≃10 μB/Fe for x = 0.01 

and ≃5.5 µB/Fe for x = 0.1 have been reported [3]. However, the obtained result is 

considerably larger than ~ 3.7 µB/Fe for a non-epitaxial Pd0.99Fe0.01 film investigated in [24]. 

 

Table 1. Experimental parameters of epitaxial Pd1-xFex alloy films with different iron 

concentrations. 

x, from XPS TC (K) MS (emu/cm3) *MFe (μB) 
**Hc (Oe)  

***g-

factor easy hard 

0.011±0.001 36±2 66±4 6.8±0.9 8.8±1 7±1 2.19 

0.014±0.001 49±2 63±4 7.1±0.9 7.5±1 5.5±1 2.2 

0.017±0.001 72±3 83±5 7.5±0.8 16.7±1 14.7±1 2.18 

0.019±0.002 73±3 85±5 6.5±0.8 10.1±1 7.8±1 2.15 

0.038±0.002 120±4 119±6 5.3±0.6 8.5±1 9±1 2.15 

0.062±0.002 177±5 211±11 5.6±0.5 17±1 18.5±1 2.17 

0.070±0.002 200±5 216±11 4.3±0.3 23±1 15±1 2.13 
* Magnetic moment per iron atom. 
** Coercive filed measured at 5 K along easy or hard axes of the film. 
***For g-factor experimental errors are less than 0.004 for all samples. 
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Magnetic anisotropy of the films has been characterized utilizing the FMR technique. 

The FMR spectra were recorded at T = 10 K for the samples with x = 0.011 – 0.019 

(TC < 100 K), and at T = 20 K for the samples with higher iron content. Figure 3 shows the 

representative angular dependences of the FMR resonance field for the in-plane geometry of 

the measurements (external magnetic field is rotated in the film plane). The samples reveal 

the four-fold in-plane magnetic anisotropy with the easy directions along the 110 axes, 

which is typical for these materials. For instance, Bagguley et al. [33] reported that the bulk 

single-crystalline Pd0.983Fe0.017 alloy reveals the cubic anisotropy with the hard directions 

along the 100 axes [33]. The four-fold anisotropy with the easy 110 axes in the film plane 

was found also for epitaxial Pd1-xFex (x ≃ 0.04 and 0.10) films by Garifullin et al. [27]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Angular dependences of the FMR resonance fields for the in-plane measurements 

of Pd1xFex films with different iron concentrations (symbols – experimental data, lines – 

fitting results); T = 10 K for x = 0.011 sample and T = 20 K for x = 0.036 and x = 0.07.  

 

Figure 4 shows hysteresis loops for three representative Pd1-xFex films with different 

iron concentrations. It is clear from the shape of the loops, as well as from the FMR angular 

dependences, that the anisotropy becomes stronger with an increase of the iron content x (see 

Figs. 3 and 4). Coercivity Hc also depends on the iron concentration and varies from 5.5 to 

23 Oe (see Table 1). The obtained coercive fields are consistent with those reported for 

polycrystalline films, compare with Hc ≃ 5 Oe for x = 0.01 [25] and Hc ≃ 25 Oe for x = 0.072 

[29].  
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Figure 4. In-plane magnetic hysteresis loops of Pd1-xFex alloy films measured at 5 K 

along the hard [100] axis of the film. Inset  the same along the easy [110] axis. 

 

4. Discussion 

To describe the temperature dependence of the magnetic moment and the 

concentration dependence of the ferromagnetic transition temperature TC several theoretical 

models can be applied. These models utilize different approaches in their theoretical 

frameworks and provide physical parameters suitable for a comparative analysis. 

4.1 Spin-fluctuation model 

The magnetic moment per iron atom in Pd1-xFex series (Table 1) varies from 4.3 μB to 

7.5 μB at saturation, while that in metallic iron is about 2.2 μB (see, for example, Ref. [8], Ch. 

5, Table 5.1; and Ref. [10], Ch. 5, Table 5.4). This suggests a dominance of the palladium 

contribution to the total magnetic moment of Pd1-xFex (x = 0.011 – 0.07) alloy (or almost 

equivalent contributions from iron and palladium in the case of the most concentrated sample, 

x = 0.07, with 4.3 μB per iron). The universal temperature dependence of the magnetic 

moment, Fig. 2b, for different concentrations of iron in the studied range makes it reasonable 

to fit the M(T) data within the most general approach, which takes into account the itineracy 

of electrons carrying magnetism. The approach is based on the Landau-type expansion on 

powers of magnetization to higher orders to account for spin fluctuations [8, 34-38]. In the 

latest analysis by Kuz’min [38], an equation for the reduced magnetization 

σ(T) = Ms(T)/Ms(0) (at zero magnetic field) is given, which can be used to fit the 

experimental Ms(T) from Fig. 2b: 
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Here, τ = T/TC, and  is a dimensionless ratio of the Landau expansion coefficients (of the 

fourth order to the second order), which depends on the relationship of nonlinear and linear 

susceptibilities balanced by the saturation magnetization extrapolated to zero temperature 

[38]. The parameter p provides correct low-temperature behavior of the magnetic moment 

M(T) (for example, providing compliance with the Bloch-T 3/2 law for fixed-spin Heisenberg 

model with spin-wave excitations). The fitting of the experimental data, see in Fig. 5, has 

given p = 0.02 ± 0.05,  = 2.1 ± 0.1. The parameter set is in drastic contrast with that of 

p = 0.95 ± 0.12, and  = 0.86 ± 0.07, obtained for gadolinium [39], which is the localized-

spin, S = 7/2 ferromagnet. Similar data for nickel, which is the iron-group ferromagnetic 

metal with much higher degree of delocalization of its d-electrons compared with f-electrons 

of gadolinium, has given p = 0.28 and  = 0.47 [38] which lie somewhere in between Pd1-xFex 

and gadolinium. This observation provides a further evidence of a dominant itinerant carriers 

contribution to the spontaneous magnetization of Pd1-xFex alloys in the range of 

x = 0.01  0.07. 

 

 

Figure 5. Normalized saturation magnetization Ms/Ms(0) dependence on the reduced 

temperature T/TC of the Pd0.989Fe0.011 film (solid symbol) and its fits with three theoretical 

models (lines), see the legend and main text.  
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4.2 Handrich-Kobe model 

Nanoscale composition inhomogeneity is one of the main differences between alloys 

and elementary metals or stoichiometric compounds. This feature also affects the shape of the 

magnetization dependence on temperature. Handrich-Kobe model [40,41] uses a modified 

Brillouin function with the distribution of the exchange coupling strength in the positionally 

disordered environment. The reduced magnetization is expressed as: 

𝜎(𝜏) =
1

2
{𝐵𝑆[(1 + 𝛿)𝑥] + 𝐵𝑆[(1 − 𝛿)𝑥]},    (2) 

where 𝑥 =
3𝑆

𝑆+1

𝜎(𝜏)

𝜏
, BS – the conventional (spin-only) Brillouin function and S is the magnetic 

atom spin value. The exchange fluctuation parameter is defined as 𝛿 = √〈∆𝐽2〉/〈𝐽〉2, where J 

is the exchange integral.  

Taking S = 3/2, as it follows from the closest proximity from the above to provide the 

magnetic moment value per atom μ(Fe) = 2.2 μB in metallic iron, we obtain δ = 0.48 from the 

fit of our experimental data (see Fig. 5). The sensitivity of the theory to the spin value 

appears to be weak: δ-value varies in the range of 0.45 – 0.53 if the spin S value is varied 

from 5/2 to 1, respectively. The fluctuations of the exchange integral flatten the M(T)-

dependence against the ideal structural order (δ = 0 for pure iron) (see Fig. 5). The value of 

δ ≈ 0.48 is close to that found for amorphous iron-containing ferromagnets, for instance, 

δ = 0.5 for Fe80B12Nb8 [39] and δ = 0.55 for Fe88Zr7B4Cu1 [42]. Exchange fluctuation 

parameter δ originates from the structural disorder and corresponding distribution of 

distances to the nearest magnetic neighbors. In this respect, Pd1-xFex alloy with random 

arrangement of iron atoms is just another nonzero- case. Hence, the application of the 

Handrich-Kobe approach seems to be adequate, despite it completely ignores the contribution 

of the palladium constituent to the net moment of the alloy and independence of the M(T) 

shape on iron concentration in the Pd1-xFex alloy.  

 

4.3 Korenblit-Shender model 

A commonly accepted physical picture supposes that an iron atom embedded into 

paramagnetic palladium magnetizes electrons of the host matrix around it because of the d-

electron hybridization (see, for example, Ref. [8], Ch. 15). Thus, it creates a local “bubble” of 

magnetized palladium atoms around. On cooling, the bubbles of polarized palladium 

electrons grow in size, and at a temperature when they start to overlap, the long-range 

ferromagnetic order sets in. The onset of ferromagnetism thereby occurs through a 
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percolation process involving these spin-polarized bubbles (see, for example, estimates in 

Refs. [43,44]). Korenblit and Shender [45] have elaborated a model of magnetic ordering for 

Pd-Fe like alloys with low concentration of ferromagnetism-inducing dopant assuming a 

development of magnetically-polarized clouds (bubbles) around them. The proposed potential 

of an indirect exchange interaction between two ferromagnetic atoms had a form: 

𝑉(𝑟) = 𝑉0
𝑅

𝑟
𝑒−𝑟/𝑅.       (3) 

Here V0 determines the interaction energy scale, 𝑅 = 𝑎/√1 + Γ ≫ 𝑎 is a range of the 

interaction, where a is the interatomic distance, and (1 + Γ)-1 is the static susceptibility 

enhancement factor of the host. Magnetic moments of the iron impurity atoms are considered 

ferromagnetically aligned if the distance between them is less than the critical value of 

rc(T)=R ln(V0/kBT). The reduced magnetization σ at a certain temperature T is equal to a 

probability of a magnetic ion occurrence inside the “infinite” magnetic cluster 

uninterruptedly extending over the entire sample. We have calculated σ(T) using the results of 

the Monte-Carlo simulations in Ref. [46] in combination with the temperature-dependent 

critical distance rc(T) [45]. The resulting σ(T) dependence can have a look of a flattened 

convex curve for (4 3⁄ )𝜋𝑛𝑅3~10−2 ÷ 10−3 or even a concave curve for (4 3⁄ )𝜋𝑛𝑅3 <

10−4 with the threshold depending on the dopant concentration and the actual range of 

interaction provided by the host (n is a number of the dopant atoms per unit volume). The 

“tail” above the σ(T → Tc) → 0 cannot be described by this “mean-distance” theory because 

it does not account for the short-range order effects of nearest or close neighbors. 

The result of the experimental M(T) data fit with the Korenblit-Shender theory is 

presented in Fig. 5 for the sample of Pd1-xFex alloy with x=0.011 (recall that according to 

Fig. 2b the reduced σ(τ) curves have almost identical shape for x = 0.011 - 0.07). The best-fit 

parameter R varies from ≃1.3 Å to ≃0.7 Å for iron content within the range from 0.011 to 

0.07. These values look unexpectedly small and concentration dependent, the latter has not 

been inherent to the original theory [45].  

Figure 5 presents the fits with the three models mentioned above to the experimental 

M(T) data for the Pd1-xFex alloy film with the iron content x = 0.011. All the three models fit 

the data fairly well; however, a selection of the best fit basing on the formal minimum of the 

mean square deviations (χ2) would be incorrect because of very different assumptions put into 

the basis of these theories. Additional arguments could be obtained from the concentration 

dependence of the transition temperature TC(x). 
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4.4 Concentration dependence of the ferromagnetic transition temperature 

The spin-fluctuation model of itinerant electron paramagnets doped by magnetic 

impurities was developed by Mohn and Schwartz to calculate the temperature of the 

ferromagnetic transition in alloys of palladium with elements of the iron group [8,47]. The 

transition temperature TC is determined by the divergence point of the magnetic 

susceptibility, which, in turn, is given by the balance of the inverse susceptibilities of the host 

and magnetic impurity contributions. The concentration-dependent TC can be found then as a 

real-valued solution of the cubic equation,  

𝐴 + 5𝐵𝛼𝑘𝐵𝑇𝐶 + 35𝐶(𝛼𝑘𝐵𝑇𝐶)
2 =

(𝑔−1)2

𝜇𝐵
2𝑛

𝐼2
2𝑆(𝑆+1)

3𝑘𝐵𝑇𝐶
,   (4) 

where A, B and C are the expansion coefficients of the Landau theory, α is the proportionality 

coefficient between the mean square of the fluctuating magnetic moment of the host and 

temperature (see [47] and references therein), g and S are the spectroscopic g-factor and spin 

of magnetic impurity (iron in our case), and finally, I is the constant of coupling between the 

localized impurity moments and the itinerant electron spin. Left-hand side of Eq. (4) is 

nothing but the inverse magnetic susceptibility of palladium, the fitting of which to a pure 

palladium susceptibility data fixes parameters Bα/A and Cα2/A, namely, 

5BαkB/A=172*(35C(αkB)2/A) K-1 from the maximum of Pd susceptibility at TM = 86K; and 

(35C(αkB)2/A) = 1.410-5 K2 from (TM)/(T=0)  1.115. All poorly determined quantities in 

the numerator of the r.h.s. (Eq.(4)) can be absorbed into a single parameter being the subject 

to the fitting procedure: (r.h.s./A)  2920 K. The resulting concentration dependence of TС is 

found non-linear because of the non-monotonous temperature dependence of the palladium 

magnetic susceptibility (Ref. [5], Fig. 2.1) and hence, the l.h.s. of Eq. (4). At low x-values, 

the TC of Pd1-xFex grows with increasing the magnetic dopant concentration; the host 

susceptibility rises too until it passes through the maximum at T ~ 86K. With further increase 

of the dopant concentration, the growing TC meets with the falling temperature dependence 

(Curie regime) of the host susceptibility [5]. As a result, the concentration dependence TС(x) 

gradually switches from higher increment at low concentrations to the lower increment once 

TС surpasses ~ 86K. The dopant content threshold is within 0.03 – 0.045 of iron in palladium 

(see Fig. 6b). 

Korenblit and Shender suggested an expression for the TC dependence on x within 

their model of dilute alloy [45]. The Curie temperature corresponds to a percolation of spin-

polarized bubbles and occurrence of the “infinite” magnetic cluster: 
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𝑇𝐶 = 𝑉𝑐
𝑅𝑛1/3

0.87
exp(−

0.87

𝑅𝑛1/3
),     (5) 

where Vc ≈ V0S
2, and the numerical factor comes from the percolation theory. The direct 

fitting of Eq. (5) to the experimental data (see Fig. 6) allows to determine the pre-factor Vc in 

Eq.(5) as Vc =  650 ± 120K, and the R value of 4.7 ± 0.4 Å. The TС(x) dependence is non-

linear convex, and this non-linearity is ascribed in Ref. [45] to spatial fluctuations of 

molecular fields, especially at the lower side of concentrations. The fitting is quite good, 

however, the mismatch between R ~ 1 Å and R ~ 4.7 Å, determined from the fitting to Ms(T) 

and TС(x) data, respectively, looks confusing with no explanation at the moment. 

 

 

Figure 6. Curie temperature dependence on the iron content x (solid symbols) in Pd1-xFex 

alloy films. Solid blue line is a fit with the Mohn-Schwarz model; and dashed red line is a fit 

with the Korenblit-Shender model. 

 

Both models describe the concentration dependence of the magnetic transition 

temperature quite well. However, the Korenblit-Shender model [45] requires the effective 

range of the interaction between the impurity adatoms R >> a, where a is interatomic distance 

(see Eq.(3) and its description), whereas fitting to our experimental data gives for the R 

parameter maximal value of  4.7 Å which is about two interatomic distances. Moreover, the 

Korenblit-Shender model predicts gradual change of the Ms(T)-dependence shape from 

convex on the high impurity concentration side towards the concave upon dilution. No 

indication of this trend is visible in our experimental data on Ms(T), Fig. 5. On the other hand, 
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the Mohn-Schwarz spin-fluctuation model does not imply the Ms(T) shape to change until the 

host susceptibility dominates in the net magnetic response of the alloy. It seems (see the 

fourth column of Table 1 above) that for our samples with the iron content in the range 

x = 0.011 – 0.062 the palladium host magnetism dominates over the iron one. So, from our 

analysis of the particular palladium-rich Pd1-xFex alloy system we opt for the spin-fluctuation 

model, albeit not at the evidence level. 

Analysis of literature on the iron concentration dependence of the Curie temperature 

[5,43] has shown that our results are in good agreement with that for the bulk alloys (see 

Fig. 6). This fact gives us further evidence of high compositional and structural uniformity of 

our epitaxial alloy films in spite of their relatively small thickness of 20 nm. The latter is a 

motivating factor for future study of the magnetic properties of Pd1-xFex films with smaller 

thickness epitaxially grown following our procedures [31]. Reference [48], for example, 

reports on very strong dependence of Tc on the film thickness for polycrystalline Pd0.99Fe0.01 

alloy films prepared by magnetron sputtering. 

 

4.5. FMR measurements interpretation 

The angular dependence of the FMR field for resonance, Fig. 3, was analyzed using the 

free energy density expansion [49,50] assuming the tetragonal symmetry of the film lattice 

[32]: 

 𝐸 = −𝑴 ∙ 𝑯 + 2𝜋𝑀𝑠
2𝛼3

2 −𝐾𝑝𝛼3
2 −

1

2
𝐾1(𝛼1

4 + 𝛼2
4 + 𝛼3

4) −
1

2
𝐾2𝛼3

4,  (5) 

where the first term is the Zeeman energy in an external magnetic field; the second term 

describes the demagnetization energy arising from the thin-film shape of the sample; the third 

term, treated initially as the “perpendicular” anisotropy induced by the interface with the 

substrate and the free surface, finally accumulates also a leading term from the tetragonal 

distortion anisotropy of the same functional form as the perpendicular anisotropy is; the last 

two terms are the cubic and second-order tetragonal anisotropy contributions. The indexed 

i’s represent the directional cosines of the magnetization vector M with respect to the 

crystallographic axes ([100], [010], [001]) of the MgO(001) substrate, and Ms is a saturation 

magnetization at given temperature.  

The anisotropy constants Ki and spectroscopic g-factor are determined by simultaneous 

fitting of the in-plane (see Fig. 3) and out-of-plane angular dependencies of the resonance 

field. The model curves in Fig. 3 were obtained by simultaneous solution of the system of 

Suhl and equilibrium equations (see general prescriptions in the reviews [49,50], and for the 
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particular case in Ref. [32]). Upon fitting the FMR data, the experimentally measured 

saturation magnetization Ms was used to provide the stable convergence of the fitting 

procedure with the minimal scatter of the freely varied parameters. 

The concentration dependences of the anisotropy energies and the spectroscopic g-

factor are presented in Fig. 7. The figure shows that the magnitudes of the cubic, K1, and the 

second-order tetragonal, K2, anisotropy constants gradually with an increase of the iron 

concentration. The cumulative perpendicular and the first-order tetragonal anisotropy, Kp, 

reveals non-monotonous behavior: first, its positive magnitude increases, then it passes 

through a maximum at x ~ 0.025, changes sign at x ~ 0.04 and then steadily increases in the 

negative values range with large increment. To distinguish the evolution of the intrinsic 

anisotropies of Pd1-xFex alloy from that associated with the thin film morphology we compare 

our FMR results with data found in the literature for the bulk sample and for various films. 

Indeed, FMR studies of the bulk and thick-film Pd1-xFex [33,51-54] reported on only cubic 

anisotropy, the energy scale of which, K1, is in a good agreement with ours (see Fig. 7). It is 

interesting that K1 for nominally epitaxial and much thinner films of Ref. [27] also fit well 

our data, see Fig. 7. The absolute values of the anisotropy constants even for a sample with 

maximal iron concentration (- 26.6 kerg/cm3 for Pd0.92Fe0.08) are quite small compared with 

the well-known from literature for epitaxial iron film K1 = +480 kerg/cm3 [55,56]. 

The g-factor for our films lies in the range of 2.13 – 2.2 (Fig. 7). It is a typical value for 

this material, for example, g = 2.09 – 2.17 (x = 0.025 – 0.06) [27,33,51,52,54]. The 

dependence of the g-factor on the iron content x follows quite well the effective g-factor (geff) 

definition [33]: 

𝑔𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
(1−𝑥)𝜇𝑃𝑑+𝑐𝜇𝐹𝑒

(1−𝑥)(
𝜇𝑃𝑑

𝑔𝑃𝑑⁄ )+𝑥(
𝜇𝐹𝑒

𝑔𝐹𝑒⁄ )
                                                      (6) 

where μ is magnetic moment of the particular kind of atom. The calculated dependence is 

shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 by the dashed line. Magnetic moment of 2.2B for the 

Fe-atom was taken as the known value for pure iron [8,10]. Magnetic moment of the 

palladium atom was calculated from the values of low-temperature saturated magnetization 

of our films; it varies from 0.06B to 0.20B with an increase of iron content x from 0.011 to 

0.07. The values of the g-factors obtained from the fit were gPd = 2.28 and gFe = 2.0.  
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Figure 7. Dependences of the anisotropy constants K1 (a), K2 (b) and Kp (c) and of the g-factor 

(circles, panel d). Dashed line in (d) presents the fit with Eq. (6). Results from other works are 

presented: for epitaxial film –  [27], for bulk single crystal –  [33], for bulk polycrystal –  

[51,52], for a thick polycrystalline film –  [54]. 

 

4.5. Hysteresis loop analysis 

The FMR field for resonance in all studied films has values larger than 1000 Oe, which 

significantly exceeds both coercive fields (maximum 23 Oe, see Table 1) and saturation fields 

(several hundred Oe, see Fig. 4). Therefore, films under resonance conditions are inevitably 

in a saturated (single-domain) state. However, the desired properties of Pd1-xFex thin films, 

mapped on their application in superconducting spintronics, are their magnetic uniformity 

and an ability of coherent rotation of the magnetization in the film plane by small magnetic 

fields. Such information can be obtained from an analysis of the shape of the hysteresis loops. 

Our epitaxial films are characterized by pronounced anisotropy in the film plane (Fig. 3), 

which is a prerequisite for a coherent (over the film volume) magnetization reversal. The 

most informative is the shape of the hysteresis loops in the field applied along the heavy in-

plane axis; representative loops are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the shape of the loops is 

qualitatively identical for the three compositions presented.  
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To model the hysteresis loops we applied a model of the uniform magnetization 

rotation (Stoner-Wohlfarth mode). Equilibrium orientation of the magnetic moment M was 

determined by finding a minimum of the free energy, Eq. (5), at a given angle H and 

magnitude of the external magnetic field applied in the film plane. The anisotropy constant 

K1 obtained from the analysis of FMR data has been used to model the hysteresis loops. The 

measured magnetization of the film corresponds to the projection of the equilibrium 

magnetization on the direction of the applied field [57]. 

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the model loops reproduce well the shape observed in the 

experiment. Successful simulation of the hysteresis loops of thin epitaxial Pd1-xFex films with 

x ≤ 0.07 within the framework of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model allows us to state their 

predominant coherent magnetic moment rotation at low temperatures. This, in turn, confirms 

the promise of these materials for use as an F-layer in components of superconducting 

spintronics.  

 

Conclusions 

Epitaxial Pd1-xFex (0.011 ≤ x ≤ 0.07) films were grown on single-crystal MgO (001) 

substrates, and magnetic properties of the films have been extensively studied with the 

combination of VSM magnetometry and ferromagnetic resonance measured in the in-plane 

and out-of-plane geometries. All fundamental magnetic parameters, such as the Curie 

temperature and saturation magnetization, as well as the magnetic anisotropy constants were 

determined, and their dependences on iron content x were extracted. The shape of the 

magnetization dependence on temperature was found universal in the studied iron content 

range. It is extensively discussed in the framework of several models of dilute magnetic 

alloys, and it was concluded that the spin-fluctuation model has the least controversies with 

our experimental data. The in-plane magnetic hysteresis loops were successfully reproduced 

utilizing the FMR data for the magnetic anisotropies and the Stoner-Wohlfarth model of the 

magnetic moment reversal. This allowed us to state the predominant coherent magnetic 

moment rotation upon remagnetization at low temperatures. The presented experimental data 

and their analysis could be useful in constructing elements of cryogenic spintronics and 

quantum computing circuits based on Josephson π-contacts. 
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